THE IONIAN
Tops and flops in the lush, green, Italianised Greek Islands
Dini Martinez, live-aboard sailor and master of locating secret spots of unique beauty from
another world, shares travel stories from the Ionian Sea

reece is famous for its paradise islandsof which there are some 6,000, and
including all of them, along with the
indented mainland coast, it has over
7,000 miles of coastline. The Ionian
Islands – from Kerkira near Albania to
Antikythira near Crete – are closest to
Malta: a four-day sail on any small sailing
yacht or a short flight to Zakinthos,
Cephalonia, Patras or Preveza. Given this
number of international airports, plus numerous national and
international ferry ports, it is not surprising that, each summer,
tourists from the UK, Germany and elsewhere sweep into the
Ionian Sea by air or yacht charter. Nevertheless, it is still possible
to find that unique ‘Greek-ness’ and breathe in the mindblowing beauty of this area away from it all.
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Laganas Beach in Zakintosh — Italianised town and English
pastures
Zakintosh has a ferry port and airport with regular charter
flights from the UK. This could say it all – but it doesn’t. Despite
the British pubs and massive hotels, there is a certain charm to
this lush green island. Bustling Zakintosh town itself feels
typically Italian, with pizza and pasta served next to Greek
suvlaki, live music played in every piazza and delicious icecream shops near every cathedral. The Venetians used to call it
‘the flower of the Levant’ and, together with Athenians, Romans,
Vandals, Normans, Turks, French, Russians and British, they
have all had a historic share in this strategic port.
Shortly after arriving, we became involuntarily stuck in
Zakintosh port for almost a week. With unsubstantiated
forecasts of gale-force winds, the neighbouring day-trip ferries
had us barricaded in. They had buried our anchor under their
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massive chains and restrained our boat under their colossal
bowlines like a fly trapped in a spider web. Trying to escape
their hectic chaos ended in a lot of Greek-style shouting and
unorthodox hand-gesturing.
Luckily, the first impressions didn’t last. As we rode our bikes
past green slopes dotted with grazing cows, we fell in love with
rural Zakintosh and its plains full of vines, figs and olives, and
groves of oranges and lemons. Just before dusk, we arrived at
Laganas beach just before dusk, which was a blessing as the
masses – evidenced by the empty deckchairs – had left by then.
This nature-reserve is the most important nesting area in the
Mediterranean Sea for the loggerhead sea turtle. Thus, unlike
many other Greek beaches, there is not a scrap of rubbish in
sight. The views are idyllic and the water clear and welcoming.
We didn’t mind being chased away as the sun set and the beach
closed for turtle time. Next to a mere hand-full of turtle lovers,
we picnicked on the dunes behind the beach instead, waiting to
watch the babies making their dash down to the sea before the
hungry birds could catch them.

Kioni in Ithaka — the tranquil home of Odysseus
From Laganas beach we headed north to Ithaka, the legendary
island home of Homer’s Odysseus. There is no geographical
evidence of his sumptuous palace, but a local school teacher in
Port Polis looks after a small museum housing a collection of
items indicating subsequent worship of Odysseus.
Kioni is an attractive huddle of white-washed houses around
the slopes at the head of a bay in the north-east of the island. It
seems to have more houses than people. A large part of the
population has emigrated to Australia and in just 20 years the
number of pupils in the local school has fallen from around 600
to under 20. From the moment we arrived, it felt like the kind
of place that would keep us for much longer than intended. »
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«We loved snorkelling in the deep blue water at dawn,
followed by coffee and pastries from the local bakery.
Days passed swaying in the tranquillity of this bay –
once the sailing charters left town in the late morning
after attempting to drink it dry the night before.
What’s the point of that senseless rush, I often wonder?
I guess each has their own idea of idyllic sailing.
For those not afraid of steep slopes, the hinterland
provides breath-taking walks and exhilarating bike
rides across peaks and through valleys into
neighbouring bays. After a week we left, tired of the
locals’ rudeness and roughness and the loud
drunkenness of charter guests each night. And – well,
we live on a boat so it was time to sail on.

Top: Kioni in Ithaka. Above: Zakynthos.
Left: Spartakhori in Meganisi

Spartakhori in Meganisi — a most enchanting picture spot
Sailing north through one of the Ionian’s loveliest
channels, we stopped at the first of Meganisi’s many
indented natural harbours, fringed by olive and cypress
trees. Eager for a swim and some refreshment, we
blindly followed the wildly articulating hand-gestures
from the first pontoon. Now we know that, in Greece,
potentially dodgy yacht pontoons are often set up by
adjacent taverns. If you moor on those, there are no
docking charges, but an unspoken obligation to eat at
their place for as long as you stay.
The bay could easily win a competition for inclusion in
a Greek island paradise brochure. Once we were sated by
the crystal clear blue and Greek salads, we headed past
the scrubby beach taverna up the hill. Spartakhori, the
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village perched a pleasant 15-minute walk along a
winding cypress-lined road, is quite enchanting and well
worth a visit. As often with Greek villages, it is a journey
back in time. The older inhabitants hang around outside
their houses, watching the frenzied tourists rush by in
bewilderment. The houses are just as they should be:
freshly painted in white and blue, surrounded by
gardenia and other flowers.
There were a few small restaurants, tucked away, that
looked tempting, but this time we were on a mission to
obtain provisions. The local supermarket is a one-room
affair selling all the basics, including the fresh produce
we were after. It was more expensive than on the Greek
mainland – the price of island paradise.
Back down at the pontoon, local Mafioso and tavern-

owner Babis is causing havoc as a few other cruisers
have dared to dine up in town. He is infamous among
the English cruising community and Greek authorities.
Now, neither Greek cuisine nor the attitude of the
Ionian local attitude is exactly delicate, but Babis went
a bit too far, in addition to which his promises of fresh
water and a reliable mooring line turn out to be false.
Don’t let this deter you from visiting Meganisi – just
make a big detour if you hear anyone mention Babis.
We left before anyone got into trouble this time, and
headed as far south as possible – eventually arriving in
beautiful Malta for the winter.
Tourists worried about travelling to a Greek Island with
refugee problems could steer clear of islands in the eastern
Mediterranean. Islands to the west of Greece in the Ionian,
such as Corfu, Kefalonia and Zante; to the south in the
Cyclades, such as Santorini, Mykonos, Naxos and Paros report
no refugee boats arriving on their shores.

